
 

for MATRIZ site and for all Council Chairpersons, VPs, Directors

 

                                                                 

 

MATRIZ got information that some MATRIZ officials arrange conferences and events under the 
brand and name of MATRIZ just because they hold some positions with MATRIZ. Even worse 
they promote their own companies this way
view of that I order: 

 

1. Never use the brand of MATRIZ without

            - preliminary coordination with other VP and directors of the region

            - subsequent approval of the MATRIZ President

 2. Even if the event is organized by a MATRIZ member organization
advertise the event using MATRIZ name and brand.
MATRIZ member and the MATRIZ logo may be used, but it does not give the right to call it 
MATRIZ conference. 

 3. It is unacceptable to use MATRIZ
purposes other than promoting MATRIZ only.

 4. All the announcements that have been made in violation of 

    immediately removed from the public domain within 24 hours after receiving this order.

    The order must be published on 

exactly  how it is written with the exact translation.

Any deviation from this order is considered a serious violation of MATRIZ regulations.

 

   MATRIZ President                                          

   September 27, 2020 

 

 

and for all Council Chairpersons, VPs, Directors 

                                                                 ORDER 

MATRIZ got information that some MATRIZ officials arrange conferences and events under the 
MATRIZ just because they hold some positions with MATRIZ. Even worse 

they promote their own companies this way, using MATRIZ brand. It is totally unacceptable

use the brand of MATRIZ without: 

coordination with other VP and directors of the region 

approval of the MATRIZ President 

f the event is organized by a MATRIZ member organization, it is still no
vent using MATRIZ name and brand. It may be indicated that the organizer is a 

member and the MATRIZ logo may be used, but it does not give the right to call it 

MATRIZ resources for anyone own company, business and
than promoting MATRIZ only. 

All the announcements that have been made in violation of the above-mentioned rules must be 

immediately removed from the public domain within 24 hours after receiving this order.

The order must be published on the MATRIZ  website and on all MATRIZ regional websites

with the exact translation. 

order is considered a serious violation of MATRIZ regulations.

MATRIZ President                                                           Oleg Feygenson
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mentioned rules must be  
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order is considered a serious violation of MATRIZ regulations. 
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